
Editing Paragraphs

After writing a paragraph, it is always a good idea to edit it. While editing your paragraph, make sure that it follows
correct paragraph structure. It should have a topic sentence with a clear focus, and include details that support the
topic sentence. Your paragraph should also be free of spelling, punctuation and grammar errors. You should always
spell- and grammar-check your writing. Remember that the spell-check feature on your computer will not help if
you spell the word correctly, but use it incorrectly. Use a dictionary or a thesaurus if you are unsure how a word 
is used. 

To edit your paragraph, read it carefully. Reading it out loud can be more effective than reading it silently. You can
also ask someone else to proofread it for errors. Here is a list of items to check for while reading your paragraph: 

Paragraph structure

• Does your paragraph contain a topic sentence with a clear focus?

• Does each supporting sentence include a fact or example that relates to the topic sentence? 

• Does your paragraph have a concluding sentence that sums up the main idea of the paragraph?

• Are the sentences connected to each other so that they flow?

Grammar, punctuation and spelling

• Does each sentence begin with a capital letter and end with a period? 

• Are commas, apostrophes and other punctuation marks used correctly?

• Is every word used and spelled correctly? 

• Are verb tenses used correctly and consistently?

• Is each pronoun used correctly? 

• Are articles used correctly?

1� Search the Internet for information that will help you as you edit your paragraphs. Choose one kind
of error that you frequently make. Search for web pages that offer practice activities relating to this
error. Share with your classmates. 

Possible search terms: writing common errors ESL; spelling rules; verb tense + paragraphs; word order +
sentence; pronoun reference; articles
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Editing Paragraphs (Cont.)

2 Read the paragraph below and answer the questions that follow.

The beaver has long been considered an emblem of Canada. In addition, it appeared on Canada’s first
postage stamp in 1851. It is brown in colour and has a flat tail that makes a loud noise when it slaps 
the water. It is also pictured on the back of Canada’s five-cent coin. In addition, a sugar-coated flat
Canadian pastry is named the “beaver tail.” In 1975, the beaver officially became a Canadian emblem
when it received royal assent. Beavers can make trees fall just by chewing through them. Clearly,
Canadians embrace the beaver as a national symbol. 

1. What is the focus of the topic sentence?

2. Which supporting details do not relate to the topic sentence?

3. Which transition is used incorrectly?

3 The paragraph below has 13 errors in grammar, spelling and punctuation. Circle them and make
the necessary corrections.

Hint: There are three errors in verb tenses. There is one error in pronoun reference.

Raccoons have adapted very well city life in the southern Canada. To begin with, the chimneys, garages,
attics and porches eveywhere provide home for raccoons. In addition, raccoons found much of its food
supply in garbage cans and composts. Finally, few of there natural predators (like red foxs and bobcats)
are living in the city. With plentiful living spaces, nearby food supplies and a safe environment from
predators, raccoons will continued to live comfortable in southern Canadian city
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